
 

Introduction 

Note: Why do we use “Deaf” and not “deaf”? 

In this research summary, we use the word “Deaf,” spelled with a capital “D.” 

This is because our research study participants, the people we interviewed, all 

use ASL (American Sign Language) to communicate. 

Sometimes it is hard for Deaf patients to get good healthcare. Often doctors 

are not good at communicating with Deaf patients. Because of this, Deaf 

people get worse healthcare. Deaf people are often not happy with their 

healthcare. They sometimes get worse treatment when they go to the doctor 

than do people who are not Deaf. 

Deaf patients often need different ways to communicate with doctors. One 

way to communicate is with a sign language interpreter. Sign language 

interpreters can help Deaf patients get better healthcare. Sign language 

interpreters are not always perfect. Interpreters can be in-person at the 

doctor’s office. They can also work virtually through a screen from far away. 

Even with an interpreter, it can be hard to communicate with the doctors. 

Pregnancy healthcare can be worse for Deaf patients. Deaf pregnant patients 

get less information from their doctors. They also see doctors less often. 
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Many Deaf pregnant patients say they avoid the doctor because of difficult 

communication. 

They would go to the doctor more if it were easier to communicate. Deaf 

pregnant patients are more likely to have problems during their pregnancy or 

birth. We do not know why. One reason could be because of difficult 

communication. 

 

We wanted to know more about what healthcare is like for pregnant Deaf 

people. We interviewed 45 Deaf people who had a baby. The interviews were 

in American Sign Language (ASL). We asked them questions about 

healthcare during pregnancy. Then we looked at what they said to find ways 

to make care better. 

What We Found 

1. Getting an Interpreter 

One barrier to good healthcare is communication. Many Deaf people like to 

communicate with an interpreter in-person. 

Hospitals don’t always give Deaf patients in-person interpreters. Sometimes 

they give a remote (video screen) interpreter instead, but there are many 

problems for Deaf people with that type of interpreter. Without an in-person 
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interpreter, Deaf patients often can’t understand what their doctors are 

saying. Without an in-person interpreter, doctors often can’t understand 

what Deaf patients need. Many Deaf patients don’t like other ways of 

communicating. 

One thing that helps with communication is accommodations. Doctors can 

accommodate Deaf patients by hiring interpreters. Deaf patients feel 

accepted when doctors hire an interpreter. Deaf patients are more likely to 

have a good experience when they feel accepted. 

2. Patients Feeling Unhappy About Communication 

Many Deaf patients are unhappy with the communication they have with 

their doctors. Doctors don’t always give Deaf patients the information they 

need. Many doctors do not tell Deaf patients what they want to know. This 

can lead to bad health for Deaf patients. 

One thing that helps is when doctors give Deaf patients the information they 

want. Many Deaf patients like it when doctors spend enough time with them. 

3. Support From Doctors 

Many Deaf people said it is difficult to find doctors who can support them. 

One thing that helps support Deaf patients is having a larger healthcare team. 

Many Deaf patients are happier when they have good interpreters. They also 

are happier if there are people there who can support them with their 

emotions. 

4. Self-Advocacy 

Many Deaf people said it was important for Deaf patients to stand up for 

themselves. Deaf patients often need to ask for their interpreters. They need 

to find information on their own. This extra work can be tiring and isn’t fair. 
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What We Learned 

We learned there are many issues that stop Deaf patients from getting good 

healthcare. 

1. Bad communication with doctors 

2. Lack of healthcare information in ASL 

3. Few doctors who communicate well with Deaf people 

Participants told us how they get information about pregnancy. Many times, 

they get information from other people who use ASL. They feel their 

healthcare is better when they have an interpreter. 

Doctors can give better healthcare to Deaf patients by: 

• Giving Deaf patients in-person interpreters if they want one 

• Communicating well with their patients and in ways that are best for 

their patients 

• Providing more information in ASL 

When doctors treat Deaf patients well, it makes their healthcare better. 

What Changes Are Needed? 

How policy can make pregnancy healthcare better for Deaf people: 

• There are laws that help Deaf people get better healthcare. These laws 

don’t always help enough. Laws and policies should be improved so 

they support better communication and access to healthcare and 

other related services for Deaf people. 

• Healthcare workers should have training to care for Deaf patients. 
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Contact 

Visit our website: heller.brandeis.edu/disability-and-pregnancy/ 

Follow us on X: @dis_pregnancy 

Email us: disability-pregnancy@brandeis.edu 

https://heller.brandeis.edu/disability-and-pregnancy/
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